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Have you ever heard an owl call? Did you know that flying squirrels are nocturnal? 

Discover the habits and sounds of nocturnal animals and the nighttime world they inhabit. Complete six 

requirements to earn the Nocturnal In Nature badge. *Must be completed.   

 

1. What is nocturnal? 
What is the definition of nocturnal? Visit your local library or use the Internet to identify nocturnal animals. With 

your group create a list of nocturnal animals, insects or plants that you might find in your area. Create your own 

field guide/ journal to record your findings. Use it for the completion of this badge. (Be sure to include graph 

paper and blank pages in your field guide/ journal) 

 

2. *Who’s Lunch? 
Discover the food chain! What does an owl eat or rather “who”? What is an owl pellet? How are they formed? 

Why? What type of owls might you find in your area? Participate in an owl pellet dissection and reassemble the 

contents to discover the answer to these questions! Record this information in your field guide/journal.  

 

3. Can you find them? 
Visit a nature center or wooded area and go on a hike at dusk to listen for the sounds of nocturnal animals. Keep a 

list of the animals you hear and identify. Share this information with other girls or your family. If you are lucky 

you may be able to see a nocturnal animal. Do not touch or disturb animals in nature! Draw or sketch a picture in 

your journal of a nocturnal animal.  

 

4. Where are they and where are they going? 
Some nocturnal animals migrate to other geographic locations. Choose your favorite nocturnal animal and 

research its migratory habits. Plot out a possible migration path it might follow on a map or chart. How many 

nocturnal animals from your area migrate? When do they return to your area? If they don’t migrate what are their 

winter habits? Do they hibernate? 

 

5. Go batty! 
Bats are nocturnal animals some hibernate and some migrate. Discover which species migrates and where it might 

over winter. Compare it to the bats that hibernate. Where do bats live, what states? (Search the Internet for the 

New York Bat Conservation web site for more information.) Contact a local camp or park and offer to build a bat 

box. Build and install it according to specifications required by the bats that might inhabit it. 

 

6. What about me?  
Some insects are considered nocturnal and some plants only bloom at night. Why do some plants only bloom at 

night and how are they pollinated? Certain insects are active only at night. How do they all connect? Play a food 

chain web game and discover how all things are connected. What would happen if one food source or animal were 

removed from the web? How can you help protect the food chain? Grow a night blooming garden that might 

attract nocturnal insects or animals. 

 

7. Keeping safe. 
How do nocturnal animals, insects or flowers camouflage themselves? What defense mechanisms do they use for 

survival? Are any of the nocturnal animals you have on your list or in your journal an endangered species? What 

can you do to protect all animals from extinction? Brainstorm ideas with your group and present a skit for 

younger girls or your family. Combine all elements from the nocturnal world in your skit. Have fun! 
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